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About This Game

WE ARE DOOMED is a twin-stick shooter where you zap polygon baddies with an absurdly overpowered laserbeam. Dive head-
first into the action with reckless ambition, charge the SUPERBEAM, and zap everything out of existence in an instant. Chase

high scores or just enjoy the beautiful explosion of geometry, color and light.

Pure arcade action. No cutscenes, storylines, or lengthy tutorials.

An overpowered laserbeam weapon, and the more ridiculous SUPERBEAM.

Waves mode: 30 waves that range from chill to hyper-intense.

Endless mode: An endless barrage of baddies. How many zones can you survive?

Quick to start, and quick to restart for "just one more" game.

A vibrant world of neon colors, bold shapes, and glitching geometry.

A beautiful, chill, and occasionally glitchy soundscape.
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Worst top down shooter ever.. Exelent game, tron like too good for and old indie game. Imagine building a Lego space ship that
really works. Then have it fight other Lego ships and blast them to pieces. Then collect the pieces you blast off and use them to
upgrade your own ship. That's Boss Constructor.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. its pretty fun to play
with friends, i can see it getting better and better over time.. Really liked this game until the last update. I've started over many
times with friends, and now it seems like a chore. The new leveling system took the fun out of the game.. Buy Tower Unite or
play GMOD Tower.. Awesome looking Hotline Miami-esque arcade game, fun and fast paced time killer, without a doubt
worth the 5 dollars

With more updates, Akane could easily be a style defining game. Why Is My Class 377 Emu FCC Not Working Line Bin Could
not be Loaded And Only One Scenarios Winter Worries (that dont't Work) Where is the other two scenarios?? For My Brighton
Line? I've Completed Everything Else Brighton Line except 3 scenario 2 missing and 1 not working and it say's it's already in
my library??? besides this The Brighton Line it's great:
Today 27th September Great News as follows: Class FCC Introduction, Evening and Winter Worries works in standard but nor
career! Train Simulator Get Winter Worries Working Again please. Perfect little horror game for the price! It gave me some
gnarly looking goosebumps.
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Bought 5 copies, gave them to my friends. I don't have friends anymore.. A nice and short story game with jump scares quite
often. The story didnt seem to make any sense at the start because you were just a cat walking around, but an hour in it starts to
make sense. The ending is good (depending on which one you get). I recommend if you like story or horror games!!. DLC
verdict: Get it in the bundle with the main game

Comment:
This is a multiplayer DLC and while not a total game changer (which is good) it adds nice variety. You get a slight
variation of each class in terms of weapons and visuals. Worth getting if you want to play in multiplayer but get it in
the bundle.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.. Has been patched many times since its initial
release and is now IMO is the best tennis game currently available on PC.. The game wouldn't download correctly and
now it wont run at all on computer. Loads up but then I click on the screen to start game and nothing happens.. I can
hardly tell that this is early access. What an extraordinary RTS for VR! This gets my thumbs up but, to the dev, do one
thing to make your game a #1 for personally. Please add a means to slow and even stop time at any point in-game. With
a game such as this, I enjoy being able to slow and pause time so that I can watch some of the action up close without
worry of losing control. That would be awesome. One step further would be to allow time to be reversed so that a player
could undo and retry.
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